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ABSTRACT
Wolbachia are a group of intracellular bacteria, maternally transmitted from infected females to their
offspring, which affect a wide range of arthropods.
Their presence is associated with Cytoplasmic Incompatibility (CI) in crosses between infected males
and uninfected females and between populations
carrying different strains of Wolbachia. The negative
influence of Wolbachia infection on progeny fitness in
incompatible crosses can be considered a first step in
the appearance of reproductive isolation between
infected and uninfected individuals. In this work, we
examined the possibility of assortative mating in response to Wolbachia infection, a response that evolved
as an incipient mechanism of sexual isolation in the
species D. melanogaster and D. simulans. We found
that the females of each species could detect the
presence of the bacterium in the other sex and chose
to mate with males who had the same state of infection, whereas the males randomly attempted to mate
with both infected and uninfected females. Thus,
Wolbachia may act as an additive factor influencing
sexual isolation in Drosophila populations and may
play a role in speciation events.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Species are groups of individuals that mate between
themselves and share genes but are reproductively isolated from other populations and species. Speciation
depends on the establishment of reproductive isolation
between populations of the same species. Two mechanisms can establish reproductive isolation: postmating,
which prevents gene flow between populations by progeny sterility and/or inviability, and premating, which
prevents mating between individuals [1,2]. The genetic

and environmental factors involved in the early stages of
speciation remain poorly understood to evolutionary
biologists.
Sexual isolation is a premating mechanism that occurs
when individuals meet but do not mate. Generally, sexual isolation is total between remote species but partial
between related species, at least under laboratory conditions. According to evolutionary theory, sexual isolation
can be viewed as an incompatibility or disharmony between the sexual behaviour of two populations or species,
a situation that favours homospecific over heterospecific
matings (assortative mating).
Mating preferences are a consequence of genetic differences that ultimately affect male and female behaviour related to specific discrimination [3,4]. However,
recent evidence has suggested that environmental factors
may cause reproductive isolation between groups of the
same species without a need for genetic changes, for
example, infection by certain microorganism [5,6].
Wolbachia are intracellular, maternally transmitted
bacteria that infect a broad range of invertebrates [7,8];
[9-12]. In arthropods Wolbachia manipulate their host’s
reproduction in a variety ways, including cytoplasmic
incompatibility (CI) [13], male killing [14], parthenogenesis induction [13,15], feminization of males [16].
These modifications of host reproduction impart a selective advantage for the bacteria [7]. Cytoplasmic Incompatibility (CI) [13,17]; is a sperm-egg incompatibility
that results in embryonic death in crosses between infected males and uninfected females, or between animals
infected with different strains of Wolbachia.
The bacteria can be eliminated by physical treatment
(high temperature) or chemical (antibiotics such as tetracycline) treatment [18-21]. When the Wolbachia infection is removed from a population CI disappears, showing that the infection, and not solely genetic factors, is
responsible for the negative fitness effects in incompatible crosses [22].
The elimination of bacteria by environmental factors
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could explain the coexistence of infected and uninfected
individuals in some natural populations.
Several researchers have focused on the potential role
of Wolbachia in speciation, due to the consequences of
the infection in the postmating isolation of incompatible
crosses [23-25,22]. However, up to now it is unknown if
Wolbachia are involved in sexual isolation and mating
discrimination between infected and uninfected individuals from the same population and species. The influence of the bacteria on mate choice has only detected
in infected Drosophila melanogaster females [22], in
uninfected spider mite females [26] and in Nasonia [27].
The main goal of this study was to examine if Wolbachia infection can cause sexual isolation between infected and uninfected individuals in the two sibling species, Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans.
The genus Drosophila is good models which can be
used to examine the possible effects of Wolbachia infection in the occurrence of speciation [28]. CI has been
detected in several species with varying intensity [29,30],
depending on the strain of Wolbachia [31-34] and the
parasite-host genome interactions [35-39].
Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans are cosmopolitan; they have a similar morphology and genetic
backgrounds, but they are infected with different strains
of Wolbachia [29,33]. Both show CI in incompatible
crosses, although the effect is usually more severe in D.
simulans than in D. melanogaster [30].
To test if Wolbachia infection is involved in the process of incipient speciation tests were carried out with
female and male choice tests for each species. Sexual
isolation performed with virgins (three days) infected
and cured.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila species
1) A population of Drosophila simulans captured in
Sanabria (Spain) in 2003.
2) A spontaneous white mutant comes from the same
population; the genetic background was made homogenous by nine backcrosses with the original wild flies.
Both the wild and the white strains are infected with the
wRi strain of Wolbachia.
3) A population of Drosophila melanogaster captured
in Oviedo (Spain) in 1999.
4) A white strain created by crosses between wild females and white males strain (sent to us by the Bloomington centre). After nine backcrosses we obtained a
White mutant strain which shares the same genetic
background of D. melanogaster. Both the wild and the
white strains are infected with the wMel strain of Wolbachia.
The experiments were conducted with the flies which
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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stayed several years in the laboratory.
Before starting the experiment the presence of Wolbachia in both species was verified using PCR primers,
corresponding to the 16S rDNA partial sequence of
Wolbachia strains associated with Drosophila [40], and
in this moment in our laboratory all the individuals of
the both species are infected.
All lines and populations were reared in bottles with
standard medium made of 100 g baker’s yeast, 100 g
sugar, 12 g agar, 2 g salt and 5 ml propionic acid per litre
of water.
Wolbachia were removed from files of both species by
tetracycline treatment. The treatment was started with
small concentration 0.25 g/l, the descendants of this
generation was treated with 0.80 g/l and the new descendents from this concentration were put on medium
with 1 g/l for three generations. After the treatment the
new descendants were put on medium without tetracycline for at least three generations before experiments
starting, to avoid the possible effect of the antibiotic on
the flies’ fitness [21]. After the treatment all cured individuals lost the infection and that was confirmed by
PCR.
The experiments were carried out with cured individuals come from 1 g/l of tetracycline. Individuals from
the other concentrations were not used in the experiments.
Infected and cured flies of the both species were supported in separate culture chambers at 21.5˚C with 12
hour cycles of light and darkness.
To avoid inbreeding, the flies came from the progeny
of twenty bottles with at least thirty pairs of parents in
each bottle. The larval density was controlled, allowing
egg laying for seven days, and then adults were removed.
The flies were renewed each generation by randomly
mass culture.

2.1. Experiment 1: Female Mating Propensity
Female mating propensity was estimated as the time
elapsed from introduction to copulation with young virgin individuals (three days old). The mating speed of
wild and white mutants, infected or cured, was assessed
based on the reported importance of the propensity of
the female in mating choice [41,42]. The female and
male choices test can not be performed if there are great
differences in mating propensity between infected and
cured individuals.
The new emerged flies were kept in groups of ten
males or females in isolated vials with food. Three days
later, a male and a female were aspirated to a new vial
without food, and the time elapsed before mating was
recorded. The vial was observed until copulation occurred or up to a maximum of 30 minutes, and the numOJGen
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ber of pairs to estimate the female and male propensities
in infected or cured and in wild and white individuals
was about 50 (200 in each specie).
This experiment was carried out during a week for
each species, every day in the morning from 10 to 14
hours, in a chamber with 21˚C constant temperature and
artificial light, with 10 pairs from each phenotype and
infection status (80 mating per day) randomly.

2.2. Experiment 2: Mutation Effects in Mating
To detect if the mutation has any effect on the choice
possibility, female choice test was performed with infected females (wild or white) for each species.
It introduced a female with two males which differed
in the eyes colour, all virgins’ individuals (three days old)
from the same species and have same status of infection,
in an empty vial of 20 cc. Then, observed the phenotype
of mated individuals. The observation time was 40 minutes.

2.3. Experiment 3: Female and Male Choice
Tests
The new emerged flies were kept in groups of ten males
or females in isolated vials with food. Three days later,
the Female choice experiments were carried out with
young virgin (three days old) individuals. One female
and two males (one infected and the other cured, with
different phenotypes, a wild and a white), were placed in
an empty vial glass to detect the phenotype of the successful male, the copulated pairs were kept under closed
observation for a maximum of 45 minutes. Failures to
copulate were discarded. Copulating pairs were examined to identify the type of the successful male.
The male choice experiments were done in a similar
way; a male selects one of two females (one infected and
the other cured, with different phenotypes, a wild and a
white). Female and male choice test were carried out in
the same generation of flies in each species.
The presence of Wolbachia was checked at the beginning and the end of each mating choice test. Both female
and male choice tests were done for each pair-wise combination of strains and species. Around 400 data samples
were obtained for each combination experiment.
The differences between mating numbers of individuals have the same status of infection (females and males
either infected or cured) or have different status of infection (between infected and cured individuals) were estimated by a chi-square with a degree of freedom; the null
hypothesis is equality of mating number, and by an isolation index (P) used by Prouzan [43].
This index is applicable to female and male choice
tests. The index is the natural logarithm of the ratio of
homogamic mating X11 (in our case corresponding to
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

individuals with the same status of infection) and X12
heterogamic mating (corresponding to individuals with
different status of infection, one infected and the other
curd).
P  ln  X11 X12 

the standard error was calculated as:

  1 X11  1 X12
If there is random mating P = 0.
The significance of the index was estimated by a t de
Student with n – 1 degrees of freedom.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Experiment 1: Female Mating Propensity
The means and the standard errors of the time elapsed
before mating (in seconds) and the results of the two
ways ANOVA from both species of appear in Table 1.
No significant differences were detected in D. simulans
between normal or mutant phenotype individuals, infected or cured. Whereas some differences were detected
in D. melanogaster between both phenotypes, the mating
of wild individuals is faster than white counterparts, but
the difference between the mating of the two phenotypes
was too small to give any significance (11 minutes 4
seconds in the wild compared to 13 minutes and 27 seconds in white). Therefore, the possible effect of the
presence of Wolbachia is not affected by the different
mating propensity of both sexes.

3.2. Experiment 2: Mutation Effects in Mating
The males’ number of each phenotype chosen by females to mate is shown in Table 2. The comparison was
estimated by a test of “Chi squared” with a degree of
freedom. No differences were detected in the frequency
of females mating with normal or mutant males in the
both species due to the mutation.

3.3. Experiment 3: Female and Male Choice
Tests
3.3.1. D. melanogaster
Female choice: The number of each male type chosen by
a female to mate appears in Table 3 and total percentage
of infected or cured males in each cross is shown in Figure 1. Comparison between the values by the chi-squared
and by the isolation index (P) indicates that infected females mated more frequently with infected males, and
cured females with cured males.
This phenomenon occurred independently of the female and male phenotype. The results indicate that females are able to detect the presence of Wolbachia in the
opposite sex and mate with males who have same status
of infection, and show assortative mating. The 86%
OJGen
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Table 1. D. simulans and D. melanogaster mating propensities. Mean time and standard error, in seconds, of the female and male
mating propensities in the two species and strains, infected or cured (the number of pairs appear in parenthesis). The results of the
two ways ANOVA from each species are listed below.
D. simulas
Infected
Cured

D. melanogaster

Wild

White

Wild

White

855.07 ± 64.66

726.79 ± 49.74

701.81 ± 49.74

780.02 ± 73.41

(43)

(42)

(47)

(41)

644.33 ± 57.79

712.79 ± 57.79

569.60 ± 41.29

810.96 ± 55.00

(46)

(42)

(13)

(45)

D. simulas

D. melanogaster

Source of variation

d.f.

M.S.

F

d.f.

M.S.

F

Infection

1

543579.24

3.16ns

1

213354.24

1.36ns

Phenotypes

1

38802.86

0.23ns

1

626668.12

4.02*

Interaction

1

106666.02

0.62ns

1

383296.73

2.44ns

Error

169

172054.07

172

15660.71

Total

172

20959.16

175

22382.64

I = Infected, C = Cured; d.f. = Degrees of freedom; M.S. = Mean Square; *< 0.05; ns = No significant.

Figure 1. Percentage of infected and cured males mated with infected and cured females in female choice test.

(201/234) of infected females chose mating with infected males, and the 83% (199/238) of the cured females chose mating with cured males. The comparison
between these two percentages by a contingency chi
squared was ( x12  0.487 ns ), indicating that infected and
cured females have the same discrimination in their
choice mating.
Male choice: The number of each female type chosen
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

by a male to mate appears in Table 4 and total percentage of infected or cured females in each cross is shown
in Figure 2. As in previous tests, the frequency of different mating was compared by Chi squared and by the
Isolation Index (P).
The results indicate that the males did not choose between both females infected or cured and show random
mating.
OJGen
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Table 2. Number of each males phenotype selected by females
in a female choice test. (All individuals were infected).

by a female to mate appears in Table 5 and total percentage of infected or cured males in each cross is
shown in Figure 1. The differences between the mating
frequencies were estimated by Chi squared and by the
isolation index (P). The results of the comparison by
both statistics indicated that the general behaviour of D.
simulans females is alike D. melanogaster females.
The infected females chose mating with infected
males in a 69% (162/235) and the cured females chose
mating with cured males in a 68% (164/241). Both percentages are homogeneous ( 12 = 0.04ns), infected and
cured females discriminate in a similar way.
Then, mating between pairs with an identical infection
state occurred more frequently than the other possible
combinations, and indicated assortative mating.

Males

Females

12

Wild

White

Wild

24

22

0.09ns

White

23

24

0.02ns

Wild

21

26

0.53ns

White

26

24

0.18ns

D. melanogaster

D. simulans

ns = No significant.

3.3.2. D. simulans
Female choice: The number of each male type chosen

Table 3. D. melanogaster female choice. Number and comparison of males mating with females in combinations of infected and
cured pairs.
Males

Males

Wild I

WC

12

p 

WI

Wild C

12

p 

Wild I

55

7

37.16***

2.06 ± 0.40***

44

10

21.41***

1.48± 0.35***

Wild C

11

54

28.45***

1.59 ± 0.33***

6

46

30.77***

2.04 ± 0.4.3***

***

***

52

10

28.45

***

1.65 ± 0.34***

1.59 ± 0.33***

11

45

20.64***

1.41 ± 0.34***

Females

WI

50

6

34.57

WC

11

54

28.45***

2.12 ± 0.43

W = White; I = Infected; C = Cured; P = Isolation index; σ = Standard error; ***< 0.001.

Table 4. D. melanogaster male choice. Number and comparison of females mating with males in combinations of infected and cured
pairs.
Females

Females
p 

WI

Wild C

12

p 

0.01 ns

0.03 ± 0.23

26

26

0.00 ns

0.00 ± 0.28

33

0.00 ns

0.00 ± 0.25

24

24

0.00 ns

0.00 ± 0.29

ns

–0.04 ± 0.29

35

28

0.78

ns

–0.07 ± 0.27

26

22

0.33 ns

Wild I

WC



Wild I

37

36

Wild C

33

2
1

Males

WI

24

25

0.02

WC

28

26

0.07 ns

0.22 ± 0.25
–0.17 ± 0.29

W = White; I = Infected; C = Cured; P = Isolation index; σ = Standard error; ns = No significant.

Table 5. D. simulans female choice. Number and comparison of males mating with females in combinations of infected and cured
pairs.
Males
p 

Wild I

WC



46

18

12.25
*

2
1

p 

WI

Wild C

12

33

17

5.12*

0.66 ± 0.29*

**

0.69 ± 0.26**

Females
Wild I

0.94 ± 0.28***

22

44

7.33

34

16

6.48**

0.75 ± 0.30*

38

*

0.64 ± 0.27*

Wild C

23

42

5.55

WI

49

22

10.27***

0.80 ± 0.26**

40

***

***

WC

12

15.08

0.60 ± 0.26

*

1.20 ± 0.33

20

5.59

W = White; I = Infected; C = Cured; P = Isolation index; σ = Standard error; *< 0.05, **< 0.01, ***< 0.001.
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Figure 2. Percentage of infected and cured females mated with infected and cured males in male choice test.

Male choice: The number of each female type chosen
by a male to mate appears in Table 6 and total percentage of infected or cured females in each cross is shown
in Figure 2. As in previous tests, the differences between
the mating frequencies were estimated by Chi squared
and by the Isolation Index (P). There was no significant
difference in the mating frequency of males with either
infected or cured females, indicated that the males did
not choose between both types of females and show
random mating, the same pattern observed in D. melanogaster males.

The results of the comparison indicated that the females
of D. melanogaster show higher discrimination than the
females of D. simulans.

4. DISCUSSION
The results of this study demonstrate that the females of
both Drosophila species (melanogaster and simulans)
engaged in assortative mating in response to Wolbachia
infection. The females chose male mating partners with
their same state of infection, whereas the males mated
indiscriminately with either infected or cured females.
However the female choice is more evident in D. melanogaster (Table 7).
The different behaviour of both species is not related
with the intensity of the CI. Gazla and Carracedo [44]
studied these populations and demonstrated that the both

3.3.3. Comparison between Species
To detect which of the two species shows higher premating in the females’ choice tests, the results of infected and cured females were compared by a contingency chi square test. The total values appear in Table 7.

Table 6. D. simulans male choice. Number and comparison of females mating with males in combinations of infected and cured
pairs.
Females

p 

Wild I

WC



27

30

0.16ns
ns

2
1

p 

WI

Wild C

12

32

28

0.27 ns

0.013 ± 0.26 ns

25

18

1.14

ns

–0.33 ± 0.31 ns

30

27

0.16 ns

26

ns

Males
Wild I
Wild C

26

29

0.16

WI

25

26

0.02ns

27

ns

WC

24

0.18

–0.11 ± 0.26 ns
0.11 ± 0.27

ns

–0.04 ± 0.28 ns
0.12 ± 0.28

ns

29

0.16

0.11 ± 0.26 ns
–0.11 ± 0.27 ns

W = White; I = Infected; C = Cured; P = Isolation index; σ = Standard error; ns = No significant.

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Table 7. Comparison between the results of D. melanogaster
and D. simulans in female choice tests between infected or
cured females.
Males
I

C

D. melanogaster

201

33

D. simulans

162

73

D. melanogaster

39

199

D. simulans

77

164

12

Infected Females
20.19***

Cured Females
15.8***

I = Infected; C = Cured; ***< 0.001.

species have cytoplasmic incompatibility, estimated by
the female productivity, and incompatible crosses effect
was higher in D. simulans (19.53 ± 3.52) than D.
melanogaster (27.93 ± 1.41). This result suggests that
the female choice is not related with the fitness loss in
incompatible crosses.
Koukou et al. [22] suggest that Wolbachia may alter
the pheromones profiles of males or females and affect
mating preference, or the bacteria can alter the behaviour
in subtle ways that contribute to assortative mating. The
authors suggest that the role of Wolbachia in premating
isolation could be a side effect of infection, rather than
the direct selection of the bacteria to induce mating discrimination.
The different patterns of pheromones or sexual behaviours are caused by differences between genes that
affect these characters, however, in this study the infected and cured individuals came from the same population and share the same genetic background, then, the
female choice can not be due to genetic differences between infected and uninfected flies. Therefore, the female choice could be due to the presence or absence of
the bacteria in flies.
The female’s choice may induce sexual isolation to
separate infected individuals from uninfected, acting as a
barrier to gene flow between individuals with different
status of infection. This sexual isolation combined with
the negative effect of CI in incompatible crosses (postmating isolation) can considered the infection of Wolbachia as a source of sympatric speciation [22-25];
In D. melanogaster, Wolbachia can act as an additive
factor on sexual isolation in intraspecific level [22].
Moreover these authors detected that the antibiotic
treatment used in the elimination of Wolbachia from the
infected populations decreased the levels of mating discrimination of infected males and females, but had no
effect on the level of mating discrimination between
uninfected populations. However, we didn’t detect any
effect of antibiotic treatment on mating discrimination,
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

since cured and infected females didn’t show random
mating in both species. The differences of the antibiotic
effect in sexual discrimination can be due to the different
methodology used in our experiment, such as the concentration of tetracycline, the type of mating choice
(multiple choices versus female and male choice) and
also the flies were cultured three generations without
antibiotic before the test starting.
The female’s choice may have several explanations:
since the mating between uninfected females with infected males can cause CI, which decreases the female’s
fecundity, productivity and general fitness, after a long
period of coexistence between infected and uninfected
individuals in natural populations, it is possible that
natural selection acts against incompatible crosses and
increase the incidence of compatible crosses. In these
circumstances, it is possible to explain the presence of
infected and uninfected flies in nature, and how to
maintain this variability.
Since “uninfected” flies used in this experiment are
coming from infected strains, and there is not possibility
of genetic changes that could have developed or accumulated during the evolution of the population, thus the
mating discrimination can not be explained by genetic
changes due to natural selection. Similar results were
shown in D. melanogaster by Koukou [22], who showed
that Wolbachia (and not genetic factors) act as the main
contributor on the level of premating isolation between
populations.
That infected females prefer to mate with infected
males is interesting because CI does not occur in their
infected/uninfected crosses. However, crosses between
infected pairs have higher rates of egg production and
productivity than crosses between uninfected pairs [45],
[44], suggesting that Wolbachia are acting as mutualist
more than parasite as has been shown by Weeks [45];
this fact could be the responsible of the sexual selection
that increases crosses between infected flies and also
could explain the spread of the infection in nature and
under laboratory conditions.
Understanding how females detect the Wolbachia infection of their possible mate will be an important step to
understand the elements that are involved in the mating
recognition systems and in the development of sexual
isolation. Peng [46] demonstrated that Wolbachia had
significant effects on fly behaviour, Wolbachia altered
olfactory-cued locomotion in Drosophila simulans, thus
increasing their basal activity level as well as their response to food cues. However, in D. melanogaster,
Wolbachia caused a slight decrease in the response to
food cues, but did not alter the host’s basal activity levels, which suggests that the bacteria could alter different
behaviours in the two species.
OJGen
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In conclusion, females from D. melanogaster and D.
simulans can detect the presence of Wolbachia, (or other
associated undetected bacterium) in the males, and base
their choice of mate on this information and giving rise
to assortative mating. Wolbachia infection can thus be
involved in the process of incipient sympatric speciation,
and genetic changes are not necessary for this event. In
this sense could be interesting to study the modifications
induced by Wolbachia in the sexual behaviours of males.
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